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ABSTRACT

HIPPARCOS trigonometrical parallaxes are given for �� pre�selected Mira variables�
Linear diameters are derived for � oxygen�rich Miras with known angular diameters�
Comparison with pulsation theory shows that two of them 	both with periods over �


day� are fundamental pulsators� the others 	all with periods less than �

 day� pulsate
in an overtone� The Mira PL relations in MK and Mbol are calibrated for oxygen�rich
overtone pulsators adopting slopes for these relations from LMC data� A mean LMC
distance modulus of ���� is derived� this is very close to that of ���� derived from
the Cepheids� The uncertainty in the value derived from the Miras is estimated to be
less than 
�� mag� The absolute magnitude of the only carbon�rich Mira in the sample�
R Lep 	period of ��� day�� indicates that it is a fundamental pulsator� Other stars
discussed individually are� the symbiotic Mira� R Aqr� the double�period Mira� R Cen�
and� two Miras with decreasing periods� R Aql and R Hya�
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� INTRODUCTION AND OBSERVATIONS

Mira variables are of importance in astrophysics as pulsating
stars undergoing rapid mass�loss at the tip of the Asymp�
totic Giant Branch �AGB�� Furthermore� Miras in the Large
Magellanic Cloud show a narrow period�luminosity �PL� re�
lation in the infrared �Feast et al� ��	�� suggesting that these
variables should be important galactic and extragalactic dis�
tance indicators� In this paper we use the initial release of
HIPPARCOS data to derive a zero point for the Galactic
Mira PL relation as well as to discuss the pulsation mode of
Miras and other issues related to these stars�

The �
 Miras discussed in this paper are listed in Ta�
ble �� They were chosen in ���� as being su�ciently bright
at K �����m� that� on the basis of the PL relation and an
adopted �Cepheid� distance to the LMC� one would expect

� Based on data from the HIPPARCOS astrometry satellite

them to have signicant HIPPARCOS trigonometrical par�
allaxes� The discussions of the present paper should thus
be largely free of problems associated with data sets chosen
according to observed parallaxes� Of the �
 stars selected�
�� are apparently normal oxygen�rich Miras ��� of spectral
type M and one� � Cyg� of spectral type S�� Two others
�R Hya and R Aql� are oxygen�rich Miras with slowly de�
creasing periods� This may indicate that they are under�
going helium�shell �ashes �Wood � Zarro ��	��� R Cen is
an oxygen�rich Mira which is unusual in having alternating
deep and shallow minima in visual light� R Lep is a carbon�
rich Mira which undergoes periods of dust obscuration �see
Whitelock ���
� and R Aqr is an oxygen�rich Mira in a sym�
biotic system�

A full discussion of the HIPPARCOS mission and the
derivation of the trigonometrical parallaxes is given in the
HIPPARCOS catalogue �ESA ������ The parallaxes ��� of
the programme stars are listed in Table � in milli�arcsec
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Table �� Observational Data

Star � �� AV
K� N mbol � �� logP

�mas� �mag� �mag� �mas� �P in day�
o Cet 
�
	 ���
 ���� ����� 	� ��
� ���� ��� �����
R Tri ���� ���	 ���� ��	� 	 ���� �����
R Hor ���� ���� ���� ���	� �� ���� �����
R Lep ��		 ���� ���� ����� ��� ���� �����
U Ori ���� ���� ���� ����� �� ���� ���� ��� �����
R Car 
��� ���� ���� ����� 

 ��
� ���	�
R Leo 	��
 ���
 ���� ����� �� ���	 �
�� ��� ���	�
S Car ���
 ���� ���� ���� �� ���� ���
�
R Hya ���� ���� ���� ����� �� ���� ���
 ��� ���	�
R Cen ���� ���� ���� ���
� �
 ���� ��
�

RR Sco ���� ���� ���� ����� �� ���� ����	
R Aql ��
� ���	 ���� ���
� �� ���� �
�� ��
 �����
� Cyg 	��� ���� ���� ���	� �� ���	 ���	 ��� �����
T Cep ��
� ��
� ���� ���
� � ���� ���� ��� ����	
R Aqr ���
 ���� ���� ����� ��� ���� �����
R Cas 	��
 ���� ���� ����� �� ���� ���	 ��	 �����

�mas� together with their standard errors ��� Prior to the
HIPPARCOS observations there was only one trigonomet�
rical parallax of a Mira variable in the literature which had
a small standard error� This was a recent determination for
R Leo �	�� � ��� mas� Gatewood ������ This latter value
is in good agreement with the HIPPARCOS result� In the
discussion a slightly weighted mean value �	�	� mas� and a
standard error of ��� mas have been adopted for R Leo �the
weighting was proportional to the reciprocal of the individ�
ual standard errors�� The accuracies of the zero�point and
standard errors of the Hipparcos parallaxes are discussed by
Arenou et al� ������ and Lindegren �������

Nearby Miras such as those on our programme have
large angular diameters� They may also show elliptical
shapes and evidence of an asymmetrical light distribution�
For instance� Lattanzi et al� ����
� found that in a broad
optical wavelength band R Leo had diameters of ��� � mas
and �	�� mas along two orthogonal axes� whilst W Hya had
an even larger eccentricity� Both stars show some evidence
of an asymmetrical light distribution as do some other Mi�
ras �see� e�g� Hani� ������ The cause of these asymmetries
is not yet known� They could possibly be due to non�radial
pulsations� or to the presence of large spots �perhaps the
manifestation of giant convection cells�� or perhaps to the
in�uence of close companions� Changes in such an asymme�
try might a�ect the derived parallax either by increasing
the standard error of the mean result or by introducing a
systematic error� depending on the �unknown� time scale of
such changes� We assume that any such e�ect will add only
additional random scatter to the mean results for the set of
variables discussed here �see also section ���

Infrared� JHKL� photometry was obtained for all the
programme stars� Most of this photometry was obtained
with the �����m re�ector at SAAO� Sutherland and is on
the current SAAO system �Carter ������ Table � gives the
mean values of K after correction for extinction� �K�� and of
the bolometric magnitudes� �mbol� A small amount of earlier
data �Catchpole et al� ����� Whitelock et al� ��	��� con�
verted to the current SAAO system has been included in
these means� The listed values are the average of maximum

and minimum magnitudes� Such means are close to those
obtained in other ways �see� e�g� Feast et al� ��	��� The
adopted values of the visual extinction� AV� are also given�
These values were derived and converted to extinctions at
infrared wavelengths in the manner described by Feast et al�
������� In fact� the absorptions are essentially negligible at
infrared wavelengths� The bolometric magnitudes were de�
rived from the JHK photometry in the manner described by
Feast et al� ���	��� The results should thus be comparable
with the data on LMC Miras in that paper� Including the L
�uxes makes only very small changes to these values�

In the case of R Cas and T Cep which were observed
with the �����m re�ector at the southern station of the
Sternberg Astronomical Institute in the Crimea� small zero
point corrections were applied to bring the observations onto
the SAAO system� These corrections were determined using
overlapping observations of � Cyg and R Tri� Generally the
infrared light curves have excellent phase coverage �in Ta�
ble �� N is the number of sets of JHKL observations used��
In the case of U Ori with a period close to one year� a slight
extrapolation was necessary to estimate the magnitude at
minimum� Although only two observations were obtained of
T Cep� the L light curve �Strecker ����� shows it to have
an unusually low infrared amplitude ��L � ��� mag�� The
estimated values for this star in Table � also take into ac�
count infrared photometry by Dyck et al� ������ and Heske
�������

� LINEAR RADII OF MIRA VARIABLES

Angular diameters have been determined by Hani� et al�
������ for eight of the stars on our programme� Because of
the great depth of Mira atmospheres these workers corrected
their optical observations using stellar models� to obtain an
appropriate photospheric diameter� We have used their �E
model� angular diameters� That these corrected diameters
are satisfactory is shown by the generally good agreement
with diameters measured in the infrared �see Feast ���
��
Table � gives the Hani� et al� corrected angular diameters
��� together with their standard errors ����� The linear radii
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Table �� Derived Quantities

R �R MK MK � �� MK � �� Mbol Mbol � �� Mbol � ��
�R�� �mag�

o Cet ��� �� ����� �
�
� ����� ����� ����� �����
R Tri �
��
 ���	� �	��� ���	� ����� ����	
R Hor ����� �
�
� �	��� ����� ����� �����
R Lep �
��� ����	 �
��� ����� ����� ����

U Ori ���� � �	�
� ����� ����� ���	�
R Car ����� ����� �
��� ���
	 ����
 �����
R Leo ��� �	 �
��� �
��	 ����	 ����	 ����� �����
S Car ����� ���
� ����� ����	 ����	 �����
R Hya �	�� �� ������ �	��� ����	 �����
R Cen �	�
� ����� ������ ����� ���
� �����
RR Sco �
�	� �
��
 �	��� ����� ����� �����
R Aql �	� ��� �
��� ���	� ����� ����	 ����� ���	�
� Cyg ��	 �� �
��� ���

 �
��� ���
� ����� �����
T Cep ��	 ��� ����� ����� ����	 ����� ���
	 �����
R Aqr �
��� ����� �	��� ����� ����
 �����
R Cas ��� �
 ���	� ���
� �
��� ���
� ����� �����
� U Ori �� lower limit R���	 R�
�� R Hya �� lower limit R��
� R�

R Hya �� lower limit R���� R�

�R�� in solar units� derived by combining these angular di�
ameters with the HIPPARCOS parallaxes� and the adopted
mean parallax in the case of R Leo� are given in Table ��
The standard errors of R were computed from the standard
errors of both quantities ��� and ���� The percentage errors
in the parallaxes of U Ori and R Hya are such as to make the
uncertainties in the derived radii very great� Table � gives
the one and two � lower limits to the radii �considering in
each case � taken at its one � lower limit and � at either
its one or two � upper limit�� In the case of U Ori� R Leo
and o Cet infrared angular diameters derived from lunar oc�
cultation observations or interferometry are also available
�Ridgway et al� ����� Di Giacomo et al� ����� Ridgway et
al� ������ We have� however� felt it best to discuss only the
Hani� et al� data so that all the diameters are on strictly the
same system� Taking the infrared observations into account
would not change any of our conclusions�

Figure � shows the period�radius relation for these stars�
Galactic kinematics �Feast ��
�� and other evidence �see�
Feast and Whitelock ��	�� indicate that Mira variables are
low mass objects� The lines in Fig� � show the predicted
relations for fundamental and for rst overtone pulsators
with masses of ��� and ��� solar masses� For the fundamental
pulsation solution the equation of Wood ������ was used�

logP � �����logR � ���logM � ����� ���

Where M is the mass in solar units and P the period in day
�Kholopov et al� ��	����� In the case of the rst overtone a
standard relation viz�

logP � ���logR � ���logM � logQ ���

was adopted with Q � ���� �similar to values predicted by
Fox � Wood ���	����

There has been a great deal of discussion in the past on
the mode of pulsation of Mira variables� Angular diameters
together with distances from a PL relation �using an adopted
distance to the LMC� have strongly favoured overtone pul�
sation �see� e�g� Feast ���
�� However� the excitation of the

characteristic Mira emission spectrum has seemed to require
shock phenomena which are only reproduced in models pul�
sating in the fundamental mode �e�g� Bessell et al� ���
��
In a further development� it has been suggested recently
�Ya�ari � Tuchman ���
� that the e�ects of pulsation on
the structure of the stars invalidates the relatively simple
models employed in predicting the fundamental and over�
tone lines in Fig���

Table � and Fig� � show that these Miras can be di�
vided into three groups� � Cyg and R Cas� which are the
only variables in the plot with periods over ��� days� lie in
the region predicted for fundamental pulsators� In contrast�
R Aql� R Leo� o Cet� and T Cep lie in the overtone region�
The derived radii of U Ori and R Hya are very large� how�
ever they also have very large uncertainties� Thus it seems
possible that they belong with the other overtone pulsators�

The �E� model angular diameters used here were de�
rived by combining optical observations with stellar models
appropriate to overtone pulsation� It is therefore not clear
whether they are applicable to � Cyg and R Cas which we
identify as fundamental pulsators� The �D� models of Han�
i� et al� which are based on fundamental pulsation mod�
els would give linear diameters of ��� and ��	 solar radii
for these two stars� respectively� These agree somewhat less
well with the fundamental pulsation predictions in Fig� �
�being slightly above them� though the di�erence may not
be signicant� Furthermore the �D� models are considerably
hotter than the �E� models and there is no evidence that �
Cyg or R Cas are hot compared with stars of slightly shorter
period� It is not clear therefore that the �D� model is in fact
appropriate for these stars� In any case our main conclusion
is that the HIPPARCOS parallaxes show that these stars
must be pulsating in a di�erent mode from the other stars
in Fig� � and that this mode is the fundamental� The data
tentatively suggest that in the case of both the overtone and
the fundamental the theoretical lines are displaced slightly
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Figure �� The Period � Radius relation for Mira variables� Filled circles� R Aql� R Leo� o Cet� T Cep� Crosses� � Cyg� R Cas� �� error
bars are shown� The triangle is the �� lower limit for U Ori and the asterisks are the �� and �� lower limits for R Hya �see text�� The
lines are those predicted for fundamental and for �rst overtone pulsation�

downwards with respect to the observations�

These results can then be taken to indicate that most
Miras with periods shorter than ��� day are pulsating in an
overtone� For periods over ��� day� at least some Miras are
pulsating in the fundamental� The fact that the stars fall
into the general regions predicted for fundamental and over�
tone pulsation suggests rather strongly that the relatively
simple models used to predict the pulsational behaviour of
these stars are satisfactory �at least to a rst approxima�
tion�� It also indicates that the mechanism for exciting the
Mira emission spectrum still remains to be understood�

� THE MIRA PERIOD�LUMINOSITY

RELATION

Both oxygen�rich and carbon�rich Miras in the LMC show
excellent PL relations in the infrared and in mbol �Feast et
al� ��	�� Groenewegen � Whitelock ���
�� For oxygen�rich
Miras the scatter about a mean relation is only ���� mag in
�K� and ���
 mag in �mbol� Wood ������ suggested on the�
oretical grounds that Miras in our Galaxy might be about
��� mag fainter in Mbol than those in the LMC and this
correction has been adopted by a number of workers� How�
ever� the theoretical result is not conclusive �Feast ���
� and
Whitelock et al� ������ found that the zero point of the PL
relation for oxygen�rich Miras varied little� if at all� between
the Galaxy and the LMC� Their evidence came from a com�
parison of LMC Miras �using an adopted LMC distance�

with Miras of known distance in our Galaxy �in metal�rich
globular clusters� visual binaries etc��� Furthermore� Wood
������ found no evidence for a di�erence in the zero point of
the Mira PL relation between the LMC and the SMC� These
results suggest that Miras are excellent distance indicators
both within our Galaxy and in extragalactic systems� Miras
have� in fact� already been used extensively to determine the
structure and distance of the Galactic Bulge �e�g� Whitelock
et al� ����� Whitelock � Catchpole ����� Glass et al� ������
A fundamental calibration of the zero point of the PL rela�
tions is therefore of considerable importance�

Table � gives the absolute magnitudes� MK and Mbol of
the programme stars together with their standard errors� as
derived from the data in Table � and the adopted mean par�
allax of R Leo� These data are plotted in Figs� � and �� The
lines are the PL relations from the LMC �Feast et al� ��	��
using a commonly adopted distance modulus of the LMC
��	����� Some care is needed in interpreting these gures
since Gaussian parallax errors propagate into non�Gaussian
errors in absolute magnitudes� However� it is clear that the
two Miras that were identied as fundamental pulsators in
section � �� Cyg and R Cas� are� as expected� fainter than
others of comparable period� We consider these stars and
also the non�standard stars� R Aqr� R Cen and R Lep later
�see section �� and base a determination of the PL zero�
points on the other eleven �normal� oxygen�rich Miras�

Whilst the data suggest an increase in luminosity with
period� they are not su�cient to dene the slopes of PL
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Figure �� The MK � log P relation� Open Circle� the C�type Mira R Lep� Filled square� the symbiotic Mira� R Aqr� Filled triangle� the
double period Mira� R Cen� Crosses� the fundamental pulsators� � Cyg and R Cas� Filled circles� other stars� The line is the relation
from the LMC with the commonly adopted distance modulus ��������

Figure �� the Mbol � log P relation� Symbols as in Fig� �� The line is the relation from the LMC with the commonly adopted distance
modulus ��������
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relations� The slopes derived for oxygen�rich Miras in the
LMC �Feast et al� ��	�� have therefore been adopted� viz�

MK � �����logP � �� ���

and

Mbol � �����logP � ��� ���

In order to avoid bias� these equations were solved in
the form�

������� � ����������������logP�K� 	� ���

������� � ����������������logP�mbol 	� �
�

In principle the derived mean values of ������n can be
used with the data for LMC Miras to get the mean parallax
of the LMC� Since the scatter of the LMC Miras about the
PL relations is small� the result is not signicantly di�erent
from using a value of �n derived directly from the mean value
of ������n to obtain a mean LMC distance modulus� Three
sets of means are listed in Table �� ��� with the parallaxes
of the Miras each given unit weight� ��� weighted by the
reciprocal of their standard errors� and ��� weighted by the
squares of the reciprocals of their standard errors� The lat�
ter is the statistically correct solution� The others are given
to illustrate the �small� e�ect of weighting� In each case the
corresponding distance modulus of the LMC is given so that
these values can be compared with the frequently adopted
distance modulus of �	��� and the current best Cepheid dis�
tance modulus� �	��� � ��� �Feast ������

Adopting solution �� the mean LMC distance modulus
is �	��� and the corresponding values of � are �� � ����
and �� � ��	�� The formal uncertainty in these values is
� ����	� Perhaps the biggest uncertainty is whether R Car
di�ers signicantly from the mean� The parallax is ��� dif�
ferent from the value expected from the PL relation� The
parallax of R Hya di�ers from its expected PL value by
����� in the opposite sense� Both stars have been retained�
The mean parallax residual without regard to sign� as a frac�
tion of each star�s �� is ���� for the �� calibrating stars �for
the K magnitude solution and the adopted value of ���� The
expected �Gaussian� value is ��	�� This indicates that any
varying asymmetries in the stellar discs� such as discussed in
section �� cannot have added a large scatter to the parallaxes
over and above that re�ected in the HIPPARCOS standard
errors� It obviously also shows that the observations are com�
patible with a narrow PL relation such as found in the LMC
by Feast et al� ���	���

The adopted Mira distance modulus for the LMC de�
rived from the trigonometrical parallaxes is very close to
the current Cepheid distance modulus ��	����� Whilst the
agreement to within a few hundredths of a magnitude is no
doubt fortuitous� it nevertheless strongly suggests that the
distance modulus of the LMC is correctly known to about
��� mag� It seems very unlikely that the Mira and Cepheid
moduli would agree at this level if either were markedly af�
fected by some e�ect for which allowance had not been made
�e�g� metallicity e�ects in the Miras��

It will be noticed in Table � that whichever weighting
procedure is followed� the distance modulus of the LMC de�

Table �� Mira PL zero�points and corresponding LMC distance
moduli

MK Solutions Mbol Solutions
Weight �� �� LMC �� �� LMC N

� none ��
� ���� ���
� ���	 ���� ����� ��
� ������ ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� ����� ��
� ������� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���
 ����
 ��

termined from Mbol is always about ��� mag smaller than
that determined from MK� An equivalent e�ect was already
found for Miras in the South Galactic Cap �Whitelock et al�
����� and for those in the Sgr I eld of the Galactic Bulge
�Glass et al� ����� when distances were determined from PL
relations with an adopted LMC distance� This result may be
connected with colour di�erences at a given period between
Miras in the LMC and those in the Galactic Bulge �Glass et
al� ����� which have been interpreted as metallicity e�ects
�Feast ���
�� If� as suggested by Wood ������� MK is less
sensitive to metallicity e�ects than Mbol� it may be more
appropriate to adopt an LMC distance modulus from Miras
of �	�
� rather than the mean value of �	��� adopted above�

� FUNDAMENTAL PULSATORS AND OTHER

STARS

The oxygen�rich Miras� � Cyg and R Cas� which have been
identied above as fundamental pulsators present an inter�
esting problem� They can hardly be related to overtone pul�
sators of about half their periods� These latter stars are gen�
erally of earlier spectral type �i�e� hotter�� Figure 
a of Reid
et al� ������ shows that there might be a few LMC Miras
with MKs and periods similar to � Cyg and R Cas� Further
work is however required to conrm this�

The only carbon�rich Mira in the sample� R Lep� lies
with � Cyg and R Cas below the PL relations in Figs� � and
� and thus also appears to be a fundamental pulsator� This
star undergoes periods of heavy circumstellar dust obscura�
tion �see Whitelock ���
�� The mean magnitudes given in
Table �� and used for Table � and the gures� are values out�
side such events� Carbon�rich Miras in the LMC follow PL
relations at MK and Mbol very close to those of the �over�
tone� oxygen�rich stars �Feast et al� ��	�� Groenewegen �
Whitelock ���
��

R Aqr is a particularly interesting oxygen�rich Mira in a
symbiotic system which is close enough for the system to be
partially resolved �e�g� Paresce � Hack ������ This Mira also
undergoes periods of self�obscuration �Whitelock et al� ��	��
during which the star can become up to ��� mag fainter than
normal at K� The magnitudes given in Table � and used for
Table � and the gures were derived from observations out�
side such events� Unfortunately the HIPPARCOS parallax
does not allow us to distinguish between overtone and fun�
damental pulsation but it is consistent with the red variable
being a normal Mira�

R Cen belongs to a small group of Miras which show
alternating deep and shallow minima� In Figs� � and � it is
plotted at its formal �double� period although its relatively
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early spectral�type and infrared colours suggest that it be�
longs with stars of half this period �Keenan et al� ����� Feast
et al� ��	��� It lies above the PL relation at either the formal
period or half this value� but considering the uncertainty of
the derived absolute magnitude the di�erence may not be
signicant�

The two Miras with slowly decreasing periods �R Aql
and R Hya� have been included in the eleven calibrating
stars at their latest catalogued periods �Kholopov et al�
��	����� R Aql lies near the mean PL relations� R Hya dif�
fers from them by ����� �the largest fractional deviation
after R Car�� It is doubtful if this deviation should be con�
sidered signicant and we have used this star with the other
calibrators as described in section ��
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